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CyPhy Works

cyphyworks.com
CyPhy makes drones! We commercialize new drone technology
for the military, commercial and consumer markets.

Years

We're looking for people who are excited about robots.
Let us know if you're interested in doing a co-op, we prefer that
to internships.

Majors
Mechanical
Electrical
Computer Science
Robotics

1 2 3 4

OnShape

onshape.com
rst and only full-cloud 3D CAD system that lets
everyone on a design team simultaneously work together using
a web browser, phone or tablet.

Years

1 2 3
Majors
Computer Science

PillPack

pillpack.com
.
PillPack is a full service pharmacy that delivers a better,
simpler experience through convenient packaging, modern
technology, and personalized service. We are using design,
service, and technology to change the way people think about
medicine. We are a small, but growing company and you will
have the opportunity to make a tangible impact on both the
company as well as the quality of our customers lives.

MarkForged

Years

3 4
Majors
Computer Science

markforged.com
MarkForged is a startup that enables 3D printing of parts
stronger than met
rst product, the Mark One, is the
rst 3D printer that prints c
r, Kevlar, and
worl
rglass, and is already shipping. The Mark One is powered by
Eiger: the worl
rst WebGL powered 3D printing software
that lives entirely within the browser. Come see them both in
action at our booth or get in touch with us at jobs@mark
forged.com.

Years

3 4
Majors
Mechanical
Electrical
Computer Science
Robotics
Product Design

Tapjoy

tapjoy.com

Tapjoy's mission is to help freemium mobile app publishers
maximize their revenue. Tapjoy's personalized monetization
platform for mobile apps uses market leading data science and
predictive analytics to drive deeper engagement and optimized
revenue from every user. Tapjoy's SDK is embedded in more than
270,000 apps globally, and its global reach is currently more than
500MM monthly active users.

Years

4
Majors
Computer Science

Grove

grovelabs.io

Years
agriculture with a range of products and technologies that
empower people to grow and source fresh, local food. Designed
and built in Massachusetts, Grove’s intelligent, indoor gardening
appliances educate and inspire people to eat healthier, live

2 3 4
Majors
Computer Science
Electrical
Bioengineering
Product Design

Wriget

wriget.com
Wriget is an integration app which provides writers with
organizational tools for world building, story planning, social
media, etc. Our goal is to connect api's of existing writing
software, provide the very best of UX/UI, and reduce the
insanity a multi-month/multi-year project can turn into.

Cambridge Mobile Telematics
Co-founded in 2010 by 2 MIT professors, CMT develops incentivebased mobile apps for safe driving that are being used worldwide,
with aims of making drivers better and roads safer. CMT also
develops a hardware product that attaches to car windshields and
shares acceleration data with CMT's mobile apps as part of a
product-service package for insurance companies. CMT has about
20 employees and is based in Kendall Square.

Years

neuroscouting.com

1 2 3
Majors
Computer Science
Product Design
UI / UX Design

cmtelematics.com

Years

1 2 3 4
Majors
Computer Science
Electrical
Modeling / Math / Datai

A ectly
Years
driven online fundraising. The platform uses data science and

relationships with their advocates by tracking the impact of
inspire a lifetime of generosity by studying the science of why
we “do good.”

MassChallenge

33 44
Majors
Computer Science
Product Design

masschallenge.org
MassChallenge is the most startup-friendly accelerator on the
helping entrepreneurs across any industry. We also reward the
highest-impact startups through a competition to win a portion
of several million dollars in equity-free cash awards. Through our
global network of accelerators in Boston, London, Jerusalem,
Geneva and Mexico City and unrivaled access to our corporate
partners, we can have a massive impact - driving growth and
creating value the world over.

Years

1 2 3 4
Majors
Computer Science

Energy Intelligence

energyintel.us

Years
facilities by leveraging cars! The company has patented and developed an
from braking vehicles, powering equipment onsite and reducing a facility’s
electricity expenses up to 50%. Energy Intelligence has made tremendous

3 4
Majors
Mechanical
Electrical
Robotics
Product Design

$100k top prize.

Bevi

Learn more at energyintel.us
Bevi is a venture-backed, building a smarter, more environmental
platform for beverage delivery. Instead of wasting bottles and
cans, we make internet-controlled machines that purify water

bevi.co

Years

3 4
Majors
Electrical
Computer Science
Mechanical
Robotics
Data Science / Stats

Elemental Machines
Elemental Machines is helping scientists improve experimental
reproducibility and accelerate scientific discovery. With a new
suite of Science 2.0 products that harness the power of cloudbased software, machine learning and distributed sensors,
Elemental Machines is giving scientists and researchers an easy,
powerful and cost-effective solution for collecting and visualizing
critical data about the physical environment.

elementalmachines.io

Years

3 4
Majors
Mechanical
Electrical
Computer Science

Bolt

bolt.io
Bolt is a VC firm that invests in hardware startups. We provide
shop space and technical assistance to our portfolio companies.

Years

1 2 3 4
Majors
Mechanical
Electrical
Computer Science
Robotics
Product Design

nuTonomy

nutonomy.com

nuTonomy (www.nuTonomy.com) is a venture-backed MIT
spin-off focused on developing state-of-the-art software for
self-driving cars. We are working with major automotive
manufacturers and small, disruptive startups to reinvent
personal mobility for the twenty-first century. Come help us
lead the autonomous vehicle revolution!

Years

4
Majors
Robotics
Computer Science

Drift

motivps.com

Drift is a new startup founded by former HubSpot Engineering
Executives David Cancel & Elias Torres.

Years

3 4
Majors
Computer Science

